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EXTRA VIEW
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ABSTRACT
The cytoskeleton of eukaryotic cells relies on microtubules to perform many essential functions. We have
previously shown that, in spite of the overall conservation in sequence and structure of tubulin subunits
across species, there are differences between mammalian and budding yeast microtubules with likely
functional consequences for the cell. Here we expand our structural and function comparison of yeast and
porcine microtubules to show different distribution of protofilament number in microtubules assembled
in vitro from these two species. The different geometry at lateral contacts between protofilaments is likely
due to a more polar interface in yeast. We also find that yeast tubulin forms longer and less curved
oligomers in solution, suggesting stronger tubulin:tubulin interactions along the protofilament. Finally, we
observed species-specific plus-end tracking activity for EB proteins: yeast Bim1 tracked yeast but not
mammalian MTs, and human EB1 tracked mammalian but not yeast MTs. These findings further
demonstrate that subtle sequence differences in tubulin sequence can have significant structural and
functional consequences in microtubule structure and behavior.

KEYWORDS
Tubulin; microtubules;
budding yeast; EB; Bim1;
cryo-EM

Introduction

In eukaryotic cells microtubules (MTs) are essential polymers
of ab-tubulin heterodimers. The polar MT structure can have a
range of protofilament numbers when assembled in vitro, rang-
ing from 10 to 17 [1], with 13 being the most common and
likely the dominant species in vivo [2]. MTs are a major com-
ponent of the mitotic spindle [3,4] and are responsible in part
for organizing organelles such as mitochondria [5] and other
cellular constituents [6]. Additionally, microtubules are intri-
cately involved in cell migration [7] and establishing cell polar-
ity [8].

MTs work in concert with a wide range of microtubule-
associated proteins (MAPs) to carry out their vital tasks within
cells. MAPs are important to organize the MT network into
larger assemblies required for their function, and to coordinate
MT interaction with down-stream effector proteins. An impor-
tant class of MAPs binds selectively to the growing ends
(+TIPs) of MTs. MTs stochastically switch between growing
and shrinking phases [9,10]. This switching, termed dynamic
instability, is dependent on the GTPase activity of ab-tubulin,
which occurs within the assembled MT. Molecule, but only the
GTP bound to b-tubulin is hydrolyzed, while the other plays a
structural role [11]. Our studies using high resolution cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) of mammalian tubulin have

shown that the hydrolysis of GTP results in a conformational
change in tubulin and a compaction across the interdimer
interface [12,13]. The nucleotide state and the associated tubu-
lin conformation is responsible for distinguishing the +TIP
from the rest of the lattice [14]. This allows the +TIP tracking
proteins to bind appropriately [12,15] where they significantly
influence the intrinsic dynamic instability of MTs [16].

Until recently, studies have relied almost exclusively on
mammalian brain tissue as the source of tubulin for in vitro
studies. These sources contain a mixture of tubulin isotypes
and post-translational modifications that complicate detailed
mechanistic studies [17]. Purifications of tubulin from different
species provide a potential route to more homogeneous tubulin
[18–22], but despite some successes the resulting yields have
not been reliable enough to cause widespread adoption. Recom-
binant expression and purification of tubulin is also not
straightforward, although recent advances suggest that these
obstacles are starting to fall [23–25]. Nevertheless, there
remains a relative dearth of in vitro data on tubulin mutants.
Conversely, organisms that have been genetically tractable for
the past few decades, such as the budding yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (hereafter referred to as yeast), have provided a
wealth of in vivo data on tubulin [26–30]. In principle, the yeast
system also has the advantage of greater natural homogeneity,
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both in terms of tubulin isotype composition and post-
translational modifications. But while the body of yeast work
has provided invaluable information about MTs, it is not possi-
ble to reliably infer mechanistic and structural details from
cellular studies alone.

To overcome this limitation and to make use of the exten-
sive literature on yeast tubulin mutants, overexpression systems
and optimized purification procedures have been developed for
budding yeast [31–33]. These methods produce sufficient mate-
rial for rigorous in vitro characterization, including for tubulin
mutants that would otherwise be lethal. Despite high conserva-
tion of ab-tubulin sequences across evolution, it is not always
safe to assume that tubulins from different species are effec-
tively interchangeable. Indeed, our recent report highlights the
fact that even subtle changes in tubulin sequence can have a
dramatic effect on MT structure and interactions: we did not
observe spontaneous ab-tubulin compaction in yeast MTs, and
we also identified a novel binding pattern for the +TIP tracking
protein Bim1 (EB protein family in humans) that was specific
to yeast MTs [34]. To extend this work and further establish
a comparative baseline between mammalian and yeast MTs,
here we show that yeast MTs generally assemble with fewer
protofilaments in vitro compared to porcine brain tubulin, and
that yeast tubulin oligomers, assemblies outside of the lattice,
are longer and straighter. We also show that +TIP tracking
relies in part on species-specific mechanisms and only works
when the species source is not mixed. Collectively, these
results underscore how relatively modest changes can have sig-
nificant effects, and suggest new tracking mechanisms for the
growing ends of MTs that also has implications for dynamic
instability.

Results

Yeast MTs assembled in vitro have fewer protofilaments,
unless co-assembled with a +TIP-binding protein

To provide insights into the structure and conformational tran-
sitions of yeast MTs, as well as a foundation for future struc-
tural characterization of mutants, we carried out cryo-EM
studies of yeast MTs polymerized under various assembly con-
ditions, such as nucleotide, presence of drugs, and/or protein
binding partner. The assembly conditions collectively define
the lattice state that is observed in the micrographs. For most
conditions, MTs were decorated with kinesin as in previous
studies [12,13], in order to prevent averaging of a- and b-tubu-
lin (see also Materials and Methods). We found that the proto-
filament (PF) number distribution for yeast MTs differs
significantly from that in mammalian samples (Figure 1). For
dynamic yeast MTs (i.e. in the absence of any stabilizing drugs
or GTP analogues) 12 PFs are the most common number
(»40%), in contrast to mammalian MTs, for which the most
common PF number is 14 PFs (»55%, with 35% being 13 PF
and 12 being a very minor species) when polymerized in vitro
[35,36]. Assembling mammalian MTs with the slowly hydro-
lyzable analogue GMPCPP causes a further shift to 14 PFs
(»95%) [37]. Following a similar trend, yeast GMPCPP-MTs
also show a shift towards an increased PF number, with 13-PFs
becoming the most common (»55%). When we investigated

the effect of MT-stabilizing anti-mitotic drugs, we found that
both Taxol (added to a yeast tubulin mutated to bind it) [38]
and epothilone further biased the distribution towards 12 PF
MTs (from 40% to 55%), an effect that parallels what is seen
for mammalian MTs (»60 % 12 PF in the presence of taxol)
[35,39]. Thus, while yeast MTs generally have lower PF num-
bers than their mammalian counterparts, the effect that nucleo-
tide and drugs have on both systems follow similar trends.

The +TIP protein EB binds between PFs and results in close
to 100% 13-PF MTs, for both mammalian and fission yeast
proteins [12,15,40]. We see a similar but not as complete shift
to 13 PF MTs (from 20% without EB to 55%) for co-assembly
of yeast tubulin with Bim1, the EB homolog in yeast. Thus,
likely due to their binding between PFs, the EB family of pro-
teins largely overrides the effect of tubulin source and favors an
angle between PFs corresponding to a 13-PF MT. Yeast MTs
assembled with GTPgS, a non-hydrolysable GTP analogue,
again formed most commonly 12 PFs MTs (»50%). Surpris-
ingly, we observed primarily 13 PF MTs (»65%) when GTPgS
MTs were washed with excess Bim1 on the EM grid before
freezing for cryo-EM analysis, a process that took less than one
minute. This result suggests that the 12 PF GTPgS lattice may
transiently open to incorporate an additional PF in the pres-
ence of Bim1, but we cannot rule out alternative explanations,
including preferential destabilization of MTs with smaller pro-
tofilament numbers. In summary, yeast tubulin generally
assembles into MTs with fewer PFs than mammalian tubulin,
while coassembly with or addition of an EB protein promotes a
13 PF lattice for both budding yeast and mammalian brain
MTs.

The different PF numbers we observe could be a conse-
quence of the amino acid differences between tubulins from
yeast and mammals near the lateral MT interface (Figure 2A-
C). We examined atomic models for yeast [34] and mammalian
tubulin [12] to provide a structural context for the sequence

Figure 1. Protofilament distribution in yeast MTs assembled under different condi-
tions. Fraction of total MT length visualized containing different protofilament
numbers (PF), as assigned by comparison with different reference models (see
M&M). Total number of tubulin dimers analyzed for each condition: Dyn 1,133,455;
Dyn+Bim1 46,563; GMPCPP 732,319; GTPgS 202,312; GTPgS+Bim1 201,671; Epo.
186,683; Tax. 603,552. Previously published mammalian distributions shown for
comparison [35].
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differences at the homotypic lateral tubulin interfaces (i.e.
a-tubulin interacting with a-tubulin and b-tubulin interacting
with b-tubulin). In spite of the fact that this interaction surface
is rather small (»100 A

� 2 buried surface area per monomer), we
identified a number of non-conservative amino acid differences
at lateral contacts. Some of the sites of variation between the
two species are well conserved among neuronal tubulin isotypes
present in the mammalian sample used for our studies. Yeast
tubulin is also different from porcine brain tubulin at a few sites
where there is already variation among mammalian isoforms.
In a few of these latter cases, the yeast sequence corresponds to
one specific isoform in mammals. In a-tubulin (Figure 2C)
there are changes in the loop between helix-H1 and b-strand
S2: S54 to H and A58 to Y (the mammalian residue is refer-
enced first). Interestingly, S54 is changed to C in the mamma-
lian a-tubulin-IV isotype. On the other side of the interface,
there are also differences in the loop between b-strand S7 and
helix-H9: Q285 to S and L286 to N. These four substitutions
appear to alter the Ca backbone of these regions. Substitutions
in the a-tubulin M-loop (E279 to S, and Y282 to F) do not
appear to affect the overall conformation of the loop. For tub3,
the minor a-tubulin isotype in budding yeast (»10%), these

changes are E279 to K and Y282 to T, while the glutamate is
conserved across mammalian a-tubulin isotypes. Taken
together, these substitutions result in a lateral interface for
yeast a-tubulin that is characterized by more polar interac-
tions compared to the mammalian lateral interface. Similarly,
there are also differences at the b-b interface that continue
the trend towards a more polar lateral interface. Interest-
ingly, the changes A57 to S and G58 to S between porcine
tubulin and yeast are the same as the isotype changes from
mammalian b-tubulin-II (the most abundant neuronal iso-
form) to b-tubulin-III for both residues (the most common
amino acid for position 57 is T for other neuronal, mamma-
lian b-tubulin isotypes). On the M-loop side, the switch
from mammalian S275 to yeast A corresponds to a change
from the consensus serine to a b-tubulin-III-specific A.
Other changes in this region include R276 to I, Q282 to S,
Y283 to F, and A285 to S. These positions do not vary
among neuronal b-tubulin isotypes The number and nature
of these sequence differences have the potential to alter
slightly the geometry of the contacts, energetically favoring
12 PF over 13 PF MTs (see Figure 1), and may also affect
the strength of tubulin:tubulin contacts.

Figure 2. Differences at lateral contact within the MT between mammalian and yeast tubulin. (A) Ca traces for the yeast tubulin model of two adjacent tubulin
dimers. The boxes correspond to the regions displayed in (B) and (C). Superposition of the yeast atomic model [34] aligned with mammalian tubulin [12]
around the lateral contacts for b-tubulin (B) and a-tubulin (C). Residue differences between yeast and mammalian tubulin near the lateral interface are indi-
cated. Yeast models shown in darker shades (a-tubulin in green, b-tubulin in blue). Labeled residues reference mammalian tubulin residue first. Contacts
between b-tubulins are similar, while in a-tubulin the loops between helix-H1 and b-strand-S2, and between b-strand-S7 and helix-H9 (C-terminal region of
the M-loop) adopt different conformations.
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Yeast tubulin oligomers in solution are longer and
straighter than mammalian tubulin oligomers

To explore whether structural differences between yeast and
mammalian tubulin are observed outside the context of the MT
lattice, we used negative stain EM to visualize the morphology
of tubulin at low temperature, at which MTs do not form and
only small oligomers are present. We did this for GTP- and
GDP-bound tubulin, and for mammalian as well as yeast tubu-
lin (see Materials and Methods). The yeast oligomers appeared
longer (Figure 3A-D), even though a 5-fold lower concentra-
tion of yeast tubulin was used compared to the mammalian
sample. To quantify the differences in oligomer length and to
characterize the conformation of tubulin therein, we manually
measured the length and curvature of oligomers traced in the
micrographs.

Under our experimental conditions (50 mM mammalian
ab-tubulin and 10 mM yeast ab-tubulin), we find that the
most common oligomer size for GDP-tubulin was four
ab-tubulin molecules, regardless of the tubulin origin
(Figure 3E). When bound to GTP, the most common oligo-
mer length for mammalian tubulin remained centered at 4
dimers whereas for the yeast tubulin the most common
oligomer length increased to 5. Obtaining oligomers of
comparable or greater length using reduced concentration
likely indicates that yeast tubulin forms more stable longitu-
dinal interfaces compared to mammalian tubulin.

Measurements of oligomer curvature, defined as the average
curvature per monomer for an oligomer (see Materials and
Methods) showed that GTP-bound yeast tubulin had a sin-
gle peak around 2�. This is straighter than the mammalian
GTP-bound tubulin, which had a peak around 4�. While
this difference is small, the observed shift in distributions is
robust (Mann-Whitney test p < 1 £ 10¡5, Figure 3). When
bound to GDP, the mammalian oligomers angle distribution
shifted to having a peak at around 6�. GDP-bound yeast
tubulin also showed an increase in curvature of oligomers
over the GTP-bound sample with a peak around 4� and
thus resembled the mammalian GTP distribution. All of
these oligomers display curvatures that are less than the
curvature that has been observed in “ram’s horn” depo-
lymerization products or in crystallographic studies of tubu-
lin bound to a variety of other proteins [41]. We cannot
discard the possibility that interactions with the supporting
film on the EM grid influence the oligomer geometries, but
we expect the influence of the support film to be the same
for both types of tubulin. Interestingly, we observed long
extensions at the ends of dynamic yeast MTs (Figure 4),
which are much rarer when imaging mammalian dynamic
MTs (data not shown). These extensions have a curvature
that corresponds closely to that most commonly observed
for GTP-bound yeast oligomers (Figure 3F), and thus could
be formed by longitudinal addition of these oligomers.

Figure 3. Analysis of tubulin oligomers reveals differences outside the MT lattice that may contribute to distinct dynamic instability properties of mammalian and yeast
MTs. A-D) Negative stain images of (A-B) GDP and (C-D) GTP bound oligomers for (A and C) mammalian, and (B and D) yeast tubulin sources. Quantification of oligomer
length (E) and curvature (F) for manually traced oligomers. The number of tubulin dimers in the mammalian oligomers does not change with nucleotide, unlike for the
yeast oligomers, which are longer when GTP-bound. The majority of yeast oligomers are less curved when GTP-bound than when GDP-bound, unlike the mammalian
tubulin (Mann-Whitney test p < 1 £ 10¡5 between mammalian and yeast GTP-bound oligomers, and Mann-Whitney test p < 1 £ 10¡3 between mammalian and yeast
GDP-bound oligomers). Scale bar 50 nm. n > 200 for each condition.
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+TIP tracking mechanisms are not fully conserved between
yeast and mammalian MTs

The data described above reveal different structural and bio-
chemical properties of yeast tubulin. Do the changes in
sequence also affect regulatory proteins? A recent study
reported that Bim1 was an inefficient plus-end tracker in assays
using vertebrate MTs [42], but this claim was apparently in
conflict with prior work from one of our labs showing appar-
ently normal plus end tracking of Bim1 on yeast MTs [33].
Because different microtubules (mammalian vs yeast) were
used in the two studies, we sought to determine if species-spe-
cific effects might explain these apparently conflicting observa-
tions. We used two-color TIRF microscopy to examine the
plus-end tracking of yeast Bim1 and human EB1 proteins on
yeast and porcine MTs (Figure 5A). These experiments showed
that Bim1 robustly tracked the growing ends of yeast, but not
vertebrate, MTs. Likewise, we observed that human EB1
robustly tracked vertebrate, but not yeast, MTs (Figure 5A).
We also observed, consistent with reports on other EB-family
proteins, that Bim1 increases the frequency of catastrophe for
yeast MTs (Figure 5B), Thus, only cognate, species-specific
EB1-MT pairs showed robust plus-end tracking at the low con-
centrations (<100 nM) used in these assays.

Discussion

Our studies have unveiled a number of differences in the struc-
ture and interactions of in vitro assembled yeast and mamma-
lian MTs. The most obvious difference in our cryo-EM analysis
is the reduction in protofilament number for yeast with respect
to mammalian MTs. We speculate that a small number of
sequence changes between porcine and yeast tubulin at the

lateral interface may be the source of the PF differences. Both
the number and nature of these sequence differences have the
potential to alter slightly the geometry of the contacts, energeti-
cally favoring 12 PF over 13 PF MTs for yeast tubulin (see
Figure 1). The large number of serine residues (at positions 57,
58, 282 and 285) in the yeast b-tubulin lateral contact makes
this region significantly more polar than the corresponding
region in mammalian tubulin, and a similar trend is also seen
for a-tubulin. These differences at the lateral interface may alter
the stability of lateral contacts and potentially also their stability
as a function of temperature. MT dynamics depend strongly on
temperature, and yeast cells tolerate a much larger range of
growth temperatures than mammalian cells. We speculate that
these changes at the lateral interface might reflect part of an
adaptation that preserves microtubule function over a broader
range of temperatures.

Figure 4. Long extensions observed for dynamic yeast MTs. Examples of long
extensions of tubulin from the ends of MTs. Curvature (degrees per monomer) for
one of these extensions is indicated, and corresponds closely to that most com-
monly observed for GTP-bound yeast oligomers (see Figure 3F). Many of these
extensions appear to be more than one protofilament wide. Scale bar 50 nm. MTs
are decorated with kinesin motor domain.

Figure 5. The plus-end tracking activity of Bim1 and EB1 shows species specificity.
(A) Kymographs showing the behavior of Bim1-GFP (top rows) or EB1-GFP (bottom
rows) on yeast (left columns) or bovine (right columns) microtubules labeled with
Alexa-647. GFP and 647 channels are shows separately in greyscale, with the corre-
sponding merged image in color. Robust tracking was only observed for ‘all yeast’
or ‘all mammalian’ combinations of EB and tubulin. All microtubules in the assay
behaved consistently with the two representative microtubules shown for each
condition. (B) Survival curve representing the percentage of microtubules still
growing at the indicated time. Under the conditions of our assay, yeast microtu-
bules were relatively long-lived in the absence of Bim1 (black curve; only 10 of 20
microtubules measured underwent catastrophe from the 20 axonemes monitored
during the 30 minute recording). Addition of Bim1-GFP greatly increased the fre-
quency of catastrophe (64 catastrophes recorded from the 20 axonemes
monitored).
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An important consideration when comparing porcine brain
and yeast tubulin is the diversity of isotypes for a- and b-tubu-
lin in mammals (https://www.genenames.org/cgi-bin/genefami
lies/set/778). Neuronal sources in adult mammals are predomi-
nantly a-tubulin-I [43,44] and b-tubulin-II [45]. Yeast has only
two a-tubulin isotypes [46], with a-tubulin-I (tub1) as the
most predominant, and a single b-tubulin [47]. The diversity of
mammalian isotypes stems, in large part, from complex devel-
opmental needs and a large variety of tissues with distinct MT
requirements, while such diversity can be dispensed with in
yeast. While sequence differences, both between species and
between isotypes, are largely confined to the C-terminal tails of
both tubulin subunits, a few differences are present in the core
of the protein and near lateral interfaces. Some of the changes
between porcine brain and yeast tubulin highlighted here due
to their involvement in polymerization interfaces (at positions
57, 58 and 275 in beta tubulin) are interestingly also seen for
the mammalian b-tubulin-III, an isoform expressed almost
uniquely in neurons. Perhaps these positions represent sites
where mutations can modulate microtubule dynamics. Overall,
5 out of 6 differences between yeast and mammalian a-tub,
and 4 out of 7 differences between yeast and mammalian
b-tub, are at sites that do not vary across mammalian isoforms.

Another difference between mammalian and yeast tubulin
stems from the different pattern of post-translational modifica-
tions, which are more abundant in the former. For example,
acetylation of K40 is present for some fraction of porcine brain
a-tubulin, but is absent in yeast. This modified residue lies near
the lateral interface and can influence the mechanical proper-
ties of MTs [48]. K40 is present within a disordered loop and
acetylation does not alter MT structure or the PF distribution
[49]. All other modifications reside in the variable and unstruc-
tured C-terminal tails. In summary, it seems most likely that
the differences we observe do indeed result from the sequence
differences between porcine brain and yeast sources, but future
work specifically addressing isotype differences and modifica-
tions will more directly address this possibility.

In this study, we also characterized structural differences for
yeast and mammalian oligomers formed at low temperature
where MTs do not assemble. Our analysis shows that yeast
tubulin forms longer and less curved oligomers than its mam-
malian counterpart. Given that we used lower concentrations
of yeast tubulin, observing longer oligomers strongly suggests
stronger tubulin:tubulin binding for yeast tubulin. Stronger
self-association contacts are consistent with observation that
yeast MTs elongate at lower free tubulin concentration than
mammalian MTs [19,33,50]. We also observed long extensions
at the ends of dynamic yeast MTs (see Figure 4). Such exten-
sions are much rarer when imaging mammalian dynamic MTs.
These distinctive extensions on yeast MTs might reflect a dif-
ferent propensity for yeast tubulin to become straight, and/or a
more asymmetric mode of protofilament elongation that could
be a consequence of stronger interactions along the
protofilament.

The species-specific plus-end tracking we observed rational-
izes the apparently conflicting prior reports of poor Bim1 tip-
tracking on porcine MTs [42], but robust tracking of Bim1 on
yeast MTs [33]. Taken with the intradimer binding of Bim1
yeast MTs [34], these data support the idea that the differences

in sequence and mode of binding across species are important
for the functional interaction of EB proteins with the MT. The
isotype diversity may also play a role as different mammalian
and yeast isotypes have been shown to influence MT dynamics
[51–53] and are differentially expressed in tissues with stable or
more dynamic MT structures [54]. It is interesting to note that
some of the changes we observe between the most common
mammalian sequence and yeast tubulins are mirrored by
changes in the b-tubulin-III isotype, which displays different
dynamics than mixed mammalian MTs [53]. The species-spe-
cific differences in structure and activity we observed are not
unique to EB proteins. Of notice, species-specific differences in
binding stoichiometry have also been observed in cryo-EM
studies of Ndc80 kinetochore complexes. Whereas two human
Ndc80 complex binds per ab-tubulin on the MT [55], only one
C. elegans Ndc80 complex binds per tubulin dimer [56]. Like-
wise, species-specific differences in activity have been observed
for MT nucleation by g-tubulin complexes where the yeast
g-tubulin ring complex promoted MT nucleation for yeast
tubulin more significantly than for brain tubulin [57]. Lastly,
MT elongation was accelerated by the yeast microtubule poly-
merase Stu2 more for yeast tubulin than porcine [58]. Given
that Bim1 is primarily responsible for recruiting other proteins
to the ends of growing MTs, the relevance of its different
behavior across species may also extend to +TIP cargoes.

In closing, the high level of sequence and structure conserva-
tion between yeast and mammalian tubulin predicts that these
proteins should behave similarly. However, we find that the
cumulative effect of modest residue changes leads to significant
differences in both tubulin oligomers and +TIP tracking. It
remains to be seen whether the in vitro differences for these dis-
tant species result in different MT behavior in vivo, where the
combined effect of many protein interactions will all influence
such behavior.

Materials and methods

All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis)
unless otherwise specified.

+TIP protein and microtubule preparation for cryo-EM

Yeast tubulin, including a mutant that binds taxol [38], was
purified as previously described [20,33]. The taxol-binding
yeast tubulin contained both isotypes of a-tubulin (in the nor-
mal ratio of »10% tub3) while the other yeast tubulin prepara-
tions contained closer to single isotype because they were
purified from strains that overexpressed Tub1 and Tub2, but
not Tub3. Porcine tubulin was purchased from Cytoskeleton
(Denver, CO, Cat #T240) and resuspended in BRB80 buffer
(80 mM PIPES, pH 6.9, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM
DTT) supplemented with 10% (v/v) glycerol and 1 mM GTP to
10 mg/ml and stored in 10 ml aliquots at ¡80 �C until needed.
This preparation is a mixture of tubulin isotypes and post-
translational modifications, with a-tubulin-I and b-tubulin-II
being the most common isotypes. A Bim1-EGFP monomer
construct, comprising Bim1 amino acids 1–210, was purified
according to previous protocols [59] as was the human EB3
monomer with amino acids 1–200 [12]. The construct for EB1-
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GFP was generously loaned from the Kapoor Lab (Rockefeller
University). Expression and purification of EB1-GFP was per-
formed as previously described [60]. Yeast MTs in various
states were prepared following protocols in Howes et al. [34].
Briefly, tubulin in BRB80 buffer that also contained 10% (v/v)
glycerol and the appropriate nucleotide and/or drug was
warmed to 30�C. After polymerization microtubules were spun
down for 20 minutes at 17,000 x g and resuspended in BRB80
and the appropriate nucleotide and/or drug to remove unpoly-
merized tubulin and glycerol. MTs were applied to plasma
cleaned C-flat grids (Protochips). The Vitrobot, Mark IV
(Thermo Fisher, formerly FEI) was used for blotting, as previ-
ously described [34].

Cryo-EM sample imaging and data processing

Micrographs were collected on a low-base Titan electron
microscope (Thermo Fisher) operated at 300kV and equipped
with a K2 direct detector (Gatan) using the Leginon automated
software [61]. The micrographs were collected at a nominal
magnification of 27,500x, resulting in a final pixel size of 1.32 A

�

per pixel at the sample. Twenty frames of 300ms each were col-
lected at a dose rate of 8 e¡ per pixel per s, with a total dose of
28 e¡/A

� 2.
Micrographs were processed as previously described

[12,34,62]. Briefly, frame alignments were performed using
MOTIONCORR [63], and CTF estimation using CTFFIND4
[64]. MTs were manually identified and extracted using
overlapping square boxes with an edge length of »675 A

�

that were spaced »80 A
�
apart, corresponding to approxi-

mately on turn of tubulin dimers. Each of these boxes was
treated as an independent, single particle [65] during sort-
ing by protofilament number and initial 3D alignment using
EMAN2 [66] with models of 12, 13, 14, and 15 protofila-
ment MTs [67]. The total number of dimers imaged for
each MT protofilament number was calculated by multiply-
ing the number of boxes that were assigned to the model
by its protofilament number.

Tubulin oligomer sample preparation, imaging and
analysis

Dynamic microtubules were prepared as above from mam-
malian and yeast tubulin. The dynamic microtubules were
split into two tubes of equal volume and pelleted. Each pel-
let was resuspended in cold BRB80 to approximately 10
mM for yeast tubulin and 50 mM for mammalian tubulin
supplemented with 10% glycerol and either 1 mM GTP or
2 mM GDP. This helped ensure that the oligomers from
each sample had a defined nucleotide bound. The tubulin
pellets were all resuspended to a concentration above the
critical concentration, but kept on ice at all times to prevent
polymerization. EM grids were prepared by depositing the
oligomers onto freshly glow-discharged continuous carbon
grids prepared in house. Mammalian tubulin, which has a
higher critical concentration, 5 mM compared to 1 mM for
yeast [19], was incubated on the grid for a shorter time
than the yeast samples to ensure that the oligomers
remained separated. Grids were then stained by swirling the

grid in three drops of 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate and excess
stain was blotted away by touching a piece of filter paper to
the side of the grid. Images of the oligomers were collected
under low dose conditions using Leginon (Suloway et al.,
2005) on a Tecnai F20 (Thermo Fisher) operating at
120 kV and equipped with a 4k Ultrascan CCD camera
(Gatan). Micrographs were recorded at a nominal magnifi-
cation of 80,000 £ , giving a final size of 1.37 A

�
/pixel at

the sample.
Oligomers were manually traced from the raw micro-

graphs along their length using ImageJ [68]. The number of
tubulin heterodimers in each oligomer was estimated by
dividing the length of the traced oligomer by the size of the
tubulin dimer (8 nm) and rounding to the nearest integer.
The curvature per monomer was calculated as the angle
that would reduce the end-to-end distance of a straight
oligomer with the measured number of dimers (number of
dimers multiplied by 8 nm) to the measured end-to-end
distance, assuming equal curvature between monomers. The
exact form of the equation depends on the number of
monomers. For example, in the case of an oligomer with 4
dimers (8 monomers of length a, 4 nm and seven angles
between the monomers) the equation relating end-to-end
distance (d) to the curvature per monomer (u) is:

d ¼ a 1þ cos uð Þ þ cos 2uð Þ þ cos 3uð Þ þ cos 4uð Þ½
þcos 5uð Þ þ cos 6uð Þ þ cos 7uð Þ�

Dynamic assays with Bim1-GFP and EB1-GFP

We prepared a plasmid to express wild-type yeast ab-tubulin
containing a C-terminal ‘KCK’ tag on Tub2. Purified, cycled
bovine tubulin was purchased from PurSolutions (Charlottes-
ville, VA Cat #032005) and stored as recommended by the
manufacturer. The construct for EB1-GFP was a gift from T.
Kapoor (Rockefeller University).

Wild-type or KCK-tagged yeast ab-tubulin was purified
from inducibly overexpressing strains of S. cerevisiae using
Ni-affinity and ion exchange chromatography as described
previously [33]. Tubulin samples were stored in storage
buffer (10 mM PIPES pH 6.9, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA)
containing 50 mM GTP. Expression and purification of
Bim1-GFP and EB1-GFP was performed as previously
described [33,60].

Prior to use in assays, KCK-tagged yeast tubulin was freshly
labeled with Alexa Fluor 647 (Thermo Fisher, Cat# 064705).
Briefly, wild-type yeast tubulin was quickly thawed and hard-
spun at 4 �C for 10 minutes, 16k RCF. Alexa Fluor 647 was
mixed in a 3:1 ratio with tubulin, along with 2 mM TCEP, and
the sample was placed in the dark at RT for 90 minutes. Sam-
ples were desalted with 0.5 mL, 7 kDa MWCO spin desalting
columns (Zeba) into 1X BRB80/50 uM GTP. We used two-
color TIRF microscopy to test for species-specific plus-end
tracking. Tubulin mixtures containing a low (1-2%) fraction of
labeled tubulin mixed with unlabeled wild-type tubulin were
prepared containing 50 nM of either Bim1-GFP or EB1-GFP;
tubulin concentration was 0.8 mM for yeast and 5 mM for
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bovine. These samples were mixed on ice in imaging buffer pre-
viously described [33] and then introduced into the flow cham-
bers. Incubation temperatures were 30 �C for yeast MTs and
37 �C for animal MTs, controlled at using a WeatherStation
temperature controller with enclosure fit to the microscope’s
body. The reactions were imaged by total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy using an Olympus IX81 microscope
with a TIRF ApoN 60x/1.49 objective lens, a 491 nm 50 mW
solid-state laser, a 647 nm 100 mW solid-state laser and Photo-
metrics Prime 95B CMOS camera (Photometrics). Micro-Man-
ager 1.4.16 (Edelstein et al., 2010) was used to control the
microscope. Images of MTs were taken in 5 sec increments
from 15–30 min. Kymograph images were created in ImageJ
(Schneider et al., 2012) using the ReSlice function. Overlay
TIRF images were created by merging the 491 (Bim1/EB1) and
647 (tubulin) channels together in ImageJ.

We used differential interference contrast (DIC) micros-
copy to test if Bim1 increased the frequency of catastrophe.
Samples containing either 0.8 mM wild-type yeast tubulin,
or 0.8 mM wild-type yeast tubulin with 100 nM Bim1-GFP
were introduced into flow chambers. MT dynamics were
imaged by differential interference contrast (DIC) micros-
copy, as previously described [33] using a UPlan S Apo
100X/1.40 NA objective lens (Olympus), DIC prisms and a
Photometrics Prime 95B CMOS camera (Photometrics).
Microtubule dynamics were recorded at 30 �C, in batches
of 10 25 ms images, spaced 5 seconds apart for a duration
of 30 min. The batches of 10 images were averaged together
using Micro-Manger 2.0 beta’s On the Fly image processor.
At the end of the movie, background images were taken
and averaged. From each condition, microtubules growing
from 20 axonemes were chosen for quantification. Assays
were then analyzed in ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) where
kymographs were constructed using the ReSlice function
and the number of catastrophes that occurred over the
length of the assays were manually counted.
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